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To,
The ED - HRO,
ONGC, WOU,
NSE Plaza, BKC,
Bandra (E),
Mumbai 400051.
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Subject: Request to implement verdict of CGIT towards
payment of MOU wages.

Respected Sir,

This is in reference towards the verdict given by CGIT - 2 in
reference to petition 14 of 2008.

It was contended by the management that CGIT is not in status to
give such interim relief, which has been clarified by rulings of High
Court as well as Apex Court quoting in clear words in para 6 which is
reproduced bellow.

"In the light of the ratio laid down in the above rulings, it is Clear
that Industrial Tribunal can very well grant interim relief and
there is no bar for the same. In short, the argument advanced by
and on behalf of first party is devoid of merit that Industrial
Tribunal cannot grant interim relief". .

We request your esteemed authority that the concerned authority be
advised to implement the verdict without finding reasons to delay it
any further and continue paying MOU wages in reference to
understanding dated 15/1/2008 from the date it has been
discontinued.
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It is also requested, as the verdict is not limited but extended to all
employees covered under MOU wages in U'ran plant, including
canteen employees, MOU wages may please be extended to all
concerned.

With regards,

a
king you,

ou faithfully,

(pra-!::tkar>
General Secretary
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Copy to:

1. ED, plant manager,Uranplant, Uran.
2. GM, HR/ER, Uran plant, Uran.
3. CM, (HR) IR, NSE Plaza,BKC,Bandra(E), Mumbai.

~. Manager(HR) IR, Uran Plant,Uran.
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